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Holonomic phases—geometric and topological—have long been an intriguing aspect of physics.
They are ubiquitous, ranging from observations in particle physics to applications in fault tolerant
quantum computing. However, their exploration in particles sharing genuine quantum correlations
lack in observations. Here we experimentally demonstrate the holonomic phase of two entangled-
photons evolving locally, which nevertheless gives rise to an entanglement-dependent phase. We
observe its transition from geometric to topological as the entanglement between the particles is
tuned from zero to maximal, and find this phase to behave more resilient to evolution changes with
increasing entanglement. Furthermore, we theoretically show that holonomic phases can directly
quantify the amount of quantum correlations between the two particles. Our results open up a new
avenue for observations of holonomic phenomena in multi-particle entangled quantum systems.
In differential geometry, holonomy accounts for the
difference between a parallel-transported vector along a
geodesic—i.e. shortest path—and any other curve. It
is a direct manifestation of the geometry and topology
of a given curved space. A physical system evolving in
its own multi-dimensional parameter space will exhibit
holonomies as a result of these geometric and topologi-
cal structures. Consequently, holonomies have physical
manifestations, ranging from Thomas precession to the
Aharonov-Bohm effect.
In quantum systems, the holonomy manifests as a
phase imparted on the wavefunction [1]. When the quan-
tum parameter space is simply connected, holonomies are
continuous-valued with respect to continuous deforma-
tions of the trajectory. These are geometric phases [2]
and they depend on the space’s curvature. Conversely,
when the parameter space is not simply-connected
discrete-valued topological phases appear [3, 4]. We refer
to both geometric and topological as holonomic phases.
Holonomies are of fundamental interest and have im-
portant applications, for example, in holonomic quantum
computation [5–8], where matrix-valued geometric phase
transformations play the role of quantum logic gates.
This scheme has received a great deal of attention due
to its potential to overcome decoherence [9], and has re-
cently been experimentally realized in different architec-
tures [10, 11].
In the quantum regime, holonomic phases have been
observed in particles encoding one qubit [12–14], as well
as two particle systems encoding uncorrelated two-qubit
states [15]. In addition, topological phases have been
observed in classical systems emulating the behaviour
of entanglement, for example, so-called non-separable
states between the polarization and transverse modes of
a laser [16], or pseudo-entanglement in NMR [17]. Lack-
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ing up to now, however, is the exploration of holonomic
phases between genuinely entangled quantum particles.
Here we demonstrate both geometric and topological
phases appearing in the joint wavefunction of two sep-
arate, and genuinely-entangled, particles whose correla-
tions can be tuned from vanishing to maximal.
To better elucidate two-qubit holonomic phases, con-
sider an arbitrary two-qubit pure state written in its
Schmidt decomposition:
|ψ(0)〉 = e−iβ/2 cos α
2
|namb〉+ eiβ/2 sin α
2
|n⊥am⊥b 〉, (1)
where α ∈ [0, pi] and β ∈ [0, 2pi] parametrise the Schmidt
sphere [18] of a correlation space, and |namb〉, |n⊥am⊥b 〉
are orthogonal product states defining the Schmidt ba-
sis, see Fig. 1a, b. While a treatment of the two-qubit
space can be carried out formally [19], it is more intu-
itive to represent evolutions in it with the trajectories
that the reduced density matrices, ρa and ρb, undertake
on their corresponding local Bloch spheres together with
the curve that α and β project onto the Schmidt sphere.
For a non-maximally entangled state, |ψ(0)〉 has
preferred directions, given by unit vectors aˆ and bˆ,
on each qubit’s Bloch sphere. That is, the re-
duced density matrix of, say, system a is given by
ρa=Trb(|ψ〉〈ψ|)= 12 (I+ cosα aˆ · ~σ), where ~σ= (σx, σy, σz)
denote the Pauli matrices. Accordingly, |ψ(0)〉 spans a
six-dimensional parameter space.
From the state |ψ(0)〉, an entanglement-induced holo-
nomic phase will appear as a result of the special
“Schmidt evolution”. We define a Schmidt evolution as a
bi-local rotation of θS, of both qubits around their pref-
erential directions aˆ and bˆ, see Fig. 1a. The holonomic
phase of this evolution is calculated—in the standard
way—as a difference [20]
Φh = ΦP − Φdyn, (2)
with ΦP= arg〈ψ(0)|ψ(τ)〉 the Pancharatnam [21] and
Φdyn=Im
∫ τ
0
〈ψ(t)|ψ˙(t)〉dt the dynamical phase, and
|ψ(t)〉, t ∈ [0, τ ], denotes the evolving state.
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2FIG. 1: a) A cyclic Schmidt evolution with θS=2pi. Left and middle spheres show trajectories traced out in the local Bloch
spheres of each qubit defined in the Schmidt basis. Here, they evolve at a single point and therefore enclose no area, leading
to no gain in holonomic phase. The right sphere represents the trajectory spanned by the evolution of α and β in the Schmidt
sphere. In contrast to the local trajectories, a holonomic phase still arises as a result of the area enclosed by this trajectory.
Equivalent Schmidt evolutions of non-entangled states induce a zero holonomic phase. b) In contrast, segmented evolutions
defined by angles sa and sb induce holonomies appearing from both local and Schmidt spheres. The parameters sa and sb
define the opening angles for the projected curves of ρa and ρb onto the local Bloch spheres. In the right sphere, a rotation
angle 2(sa+sb) = β around |namb〉 also contributes to the holonomy. Equivalent evolutions of non-entangled states induce a
non-zero holonomic phase. c) Depiction of the double-connected parameter space of maximally entangled states: SO(3) in R3
with a border at S2pi. This border is a 2-sphere of radius pi with identified antipodal points. Blue trajectories represent arbitrary
evolutions for one homotopy-class along which no phase is gained. Red curves represent evolutions of the other homotopy-class
after which a pi phase appears on the wave-function.
While usually Φh is regarded as a geometric phase
only [20], its value arises from both the geometry (cur-
vature) and topology (connectedness) of the parameter
space. It has therefore become more routine to identify
parts of Φh as being of either geometric or topological
origin [22]. For instance, maximally-entangled two-qubit
pure states (MES) can only induce a phase of topological
origin regardless of their evolution [3, 4, 22].
Canonically, the amount of entanglement in a two-
qubit state can be measured by the tangle T (concurrence
squared [23]). In a pure system as given in Eq. 1, it is
determined by the relative populations of the Schmidt
basis: T = sin2 α, and ranges from 0 for separable states
up to 1 for maximally-entangled states. Consequently, a
Schmidt evolution will give rise to, see Supplemental Ma-
terial, an entanglement-induced holonomic phase given
by:
Φenth = arg
(
cos θS−i
√
1−T sin θS
)
+θS
√
1−T. (3)
Importantly, Φenth behaves monotonically with the
amount of entanglement, measuring 0 for separable states
and its maximum for MES (value depended on θS). For
instance, for the evolution depicted in Fig. 1a, θS=2pi,
and Φenth = −2pi
(
1−√1− T). While there are exten-
sive theoretical studies of holonomic phases in mixed, as
well as pure, entangled systems [24–26], it remains an
open question as to whether a holonomic phase quanti-
fying entanglement can be found for mixed states.
Recalling that experimentally it is the total Pancharat-
nam phase that is observed [27], we can choose evolu-
tions for which the dynamical component vanishes, en-
suring the total phase gained is holonomic in nature only.
We achieve this using the the bi-local segmented evolu-
tions characterised by the opening angles sa and sb on
qubits a and b respectively, see Fig. 1b. These trajec-
tories are connected geodesics, meaning any dynamical
phase is identically zero. However, not being Schmidt
evolutions, the holonomic phase arises from trajectories
in both local and Schmidt spheres, but importantly re-
mains monotonic with entanglement:
Φh = ∓ arctan
(√
1− T tan(2s)
)
, (4)
where the sign is − (+) if the joint state is more popu-
lated in |namb〉 (|n⊥am⊥b 〉) of the Schmidt basis, see Sup-
plemental Material, and s defines the evolution under-
taken by |ψ(0)〉. In Eq. (4), the opening angles sa=sb=s.
One important feature of the state in Eq. (1) is the
change that occurs to the parameter space as a result of
increasing tangle. As T→1, previously separated states
in the two-qubit parameter space become less distinguish-
able, and eventually some become identical at T=1. At
this point the parameter space collapses from six to three
dimensions represented by the double-connected SO(3)
ball [3, 4], see Fig. 1c. Spaces of this kind—not simply
connected—allow state trajectories that are topologically
distinct, i.e. cannot be continuously transformed into one
3FIG. 2: a) Depiction of the experimental method. Two indistinguishable photons, encoding a two-qubit entangled state
|ψ〉 in their polarization, pass through an interferometer and are detected in coincidence with avalanche-photo-diodes (APD)
at the output. Due to the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect at the first beam-splitter BS1, a coincidence signal c after the exit of the
interferometer through BS2, cannot distinguish between different paths travelled in the interferometer. The resulting holonomic
phase gained by the evolved state |ψ′〉= “U†U˘ ⊗ “U†U˘ |ψ〉, as well as the phase φ, thus appear as a modulation in the coincidence
given by c ∝ |e2iφ|ψ〉 + |ψ′〉|2. b) Experimental implementation of the method. Single photons are injected via single-mode
fibre couplers (FC) into a displaced-Sagnac interferometer configuration, composed of one 50:50 beam-splitter (BS) and three
mirrors M1-3. Polarisation evolution is performed using two common-path quarter wave-plates QWP and two semi-circular
half wave-plates HWP in separate optical paths. Mirror M3 is rotated via a micro-translation stage to control φ.
another.
Trajectories in the SO(3) ball are classified by two dif-
ferent homotopy-class families: those that cross the bor-
der S2pi—a 2-sphere of radius pi—an odd number of times
and those crossing it an even number of times (zero in-
cluded). Physically, crossing S2pi l-times results in a lpi
phase on the wavefunction. For instance, if α=pi/2 in the
Schmidt evolution shown in Fig. 1a, then its trajectory
in SO(3) crosses S2pi twice, picking up a 2pi topological
phase.
In order to observe the entanglement-dependent holo-
nomic phase given by Eq. (4), we implement a method,
depicted in Fig. 2, that works as follows: We generate
a two-qubit state, |ψ〉, in the polarization of two single-
photons whose tangle can be tuned from T=0→1 [28, 29].
Upon meeting at the first 50:50 beam-splitter BS1 of the
interferometer depicted in Fig. 2a, the photons are sub-
ject to non-classical interference [30], after which they
exit via the same spatial mode. Regardless of the spe-
cific form of |ψ〉, photon bunching can always be achieved
by engineering other degrees of freedom if necessary [31].
Consequently, the joint state of the system, |ψ〉, remains
in either of the two paths of the interferometer, whose op-
tical path lengths are equal. The joint state then under-
goes a polarization evolution, composed of two auxiliary
evolutions U˘ and “U in separate paths of the interferom-
eter.
The information about which-path the photons fol-
lowed is erased by a second 50:50 beam-splitter BS2, after
which point the photons are detected. As such, the two-
photon coincidence signal, c, will exhibit interference be-
haviour modulated by all relative phases between the two
arms of the interferometer. That is, caused by a physical
optical path-difference phase φ and the Pancharatnam
phase ΦP arising from the polarization evolutions.
We prepared the initial polarization-entangled state
|ψ〉= cos α2 |HH〉 + sin α2 |V V 〉, where α is a tuneable pa-
rameter defining the amount of entanglement T= sin2 α,
and |H〉 and |V 〉 denote the horizontal and vertical po-
larizations. The state is injected into a displaced-Sagnac
interferometer configuration, shown in Fig. 2b, where
no active path locking is required. Using the notation
σ1=|H〉〈H|−|V 〉〈V | and σ2=|H〉〈V |+|V 〉〈H|, we choose
an evolution
U ≡ “U†U˘ = eipi4 σ2e−ipi2 (σ1 sin s+σ2 cos s)eipi4 σ2 , (5)
where s equals the opening angles of the corresponding
geodesic trajectories in the local spaces, see Fig. 1b. Since
the evolutions U˘ and “U are chosen to induce no dynam-
ical phase, from Eq. 2 the Pancharatnam phase matches
the holonomic phase. Thus by controlling the variable
phase φ—introduced by slightly rotating the mirror M3
of the interferometer, see Fig. 2b—the two-photon coin-
cidence will modulate as:
c =
1
4
∣∣∣e2iφ|ψ〉+ ( “U†U˘⊗ “U†U˘)|ψ〉∣∣∣2
=
1
2
[1 + v cos(2φ− Φh)] , (6)
where v=|〈ψ|ψ′〉| is the interference visibility and
Φh= arg〈ψ|ψ′〉 is the holnomic phase gained during the
effective evolution |ψ′〉=U⊗U |ψ〉. Consequently, we can
determine Φh by measuring coincidence modulation as a
function of φ, see Supplemental Material.
The polarization evolution in Eq. 5 is implemented us-
ing quarter- Q and half-wave-plates H in the arrange-
ment U=Q(−pi4 )H(pi4− s2 )Q(−pi4 ), where the arguments
inside parentheses indicate the angle of the wave-plate
optic axis in the laboratory frame. This unitary evo-
lution is built from auxiliaries in separate arms of the
4FIG. 3: Experimental results. a) In a cyclic colour-scale, predicted (left) and measured (right) results for
Φh=− arctan (cos(α) tan(2s)) (equivalent to Eq. (4)). Centres of the rectangular measured data blocks represent the cor-
responding (α, s) coordinates. b) The black data points and theoretical curves correspond to measurements of holonomic
phases with an initial state |HH〉 (solid curve) and |V V 〉 (dashed curve) for a fitted level of tangle, T=0.01±0.01. Blue data
points and theoretical curves show the extent to which we observe the topological behaviour of Φh for a highly entangled
state. Here the data is fitted to a state tangle of T=0.99±0.01, for the cases in which |ψ(0)〉 is more populated by |HH〉
(α=pi/2−) shown by the solid curve, and |V V 〉 (α=pi/2+) given by the dashed curve, for 0<1. The red curve corresponds
to the theoretical ideal case of T=1. Errors are calculated via Poissonian counting statistics. c) Depiction of cyclic (I,V) and
non-cyclic (II,III,IV) evolutions of MES in a plane of the double-connected SO(3) ball. Green, red and blue coloured-curves
denote the first, second and third part of each evolution, respectively. Evolution III for which s=pi/4, marks the switch between
two distinct homotopy-classes, those that cross the S2pi border zero times (I and II) and one time (IV and V).
interferometer, given by U˘=Q(−pi4 )H(pi4− s4 )Q(−pi4 ) and
“U=Q(pi4 )H(−pi4− s4 )Q(pi4 ). Physically, we perform these
evolutions using two common-path quarter-wave-plates
with angles fixed at −pi4 and two semi-circular half-wave-
plates, one in each path, see Fig. 2b.
Figure 3a shows our predicted and measured results
for Φh, as a function of entanglement represented by α,
and the opening angle s of the trajectories. The solid and
dashed black lines in Fig. 3b show theoretical predictions
for the bipartite holonomic phase for a fitted value of
tangle, T=0.01±0.01. In this case the holonomy is simply
the sum of individual geometric phases Φseph =∓ (s+s).
Conversely, as the amount of entanglement increases
to a maximum, i.e. as α→pi/2, the holonomic phase be-
comes less affected by changes in the trajectory angle
s. Instead, two attractors at Φh=0 and Φh=pi appear,
becoming its only possible values when T=1, shown by
the solid-red curves in Fig. 3b. Thus, the tuning from
α=0→ α=pi/2 results in a geometric-to-topological tran-
sition of the holonomic phase. The solid and dashed blue
curves in Fig. 3b show our measurements for the fitted
value of tangle, T=0.99± 0.01.
This reported tangle is the best-fitted value to our data
using Eq. (4). To confirm the presence of a high amount
of entanglement, we carried out a full quantum state to-
mography of the two-photon state, resulting in a tangle
of Ttomo=0.959± 0.001, see Supplemental Material.
As discussed previously, when T=1, the correspond-
ing evolutions follow trajectories in the double-connected
SO(3) space, thus giving rise to two topologically distinct
paths. Figure 3c shows the corresponding paths for five
such evolutions, for which the trajectory with s=pi4 rep-
resents the switch between two the distinct homotopy-
classes.
Experiments [16, 17] observing such topological phases
have been realised with cyclic evolutions using classi-
cal states that are formally equivalent to a MES, corre-
sponding to the top and bottom data points at α=pi/2 in
Fig. 3a. In contrast, we additionally demonstrated topo-
logical behaviour for explicitly non-cyclic evolutions, see
Fig. 3c, of genuinely entangled quantum systems.
We experimentally demonstrated that the wavefunc-
tion of a pair of qubits picks up a phase factor of holo-
nomic nature in both cyclic and non-cyclic evolutions.
In contrast to conventional measurements of single-qubit
holonomic phases [12, 13], the phase shift observed in our
work is dependent on genuine quantum correlations. We
find that the holonomic phase becomes more resilient to
5evolution changes with increasing entanglement, which
indicates that quantum correlations can be utilised to
enhance holonomic robustness and there may be advan-
tages in using not only geometric but the full range of
holonomic phases. Naturally, this leads to the question as
to whether more general forms of quantum correlations—
most notably discord [32]—could be the underlying rea-
son for this enhancement.
Finally, we derived an entanglement-induced holo-
nomic phase that can be used to quantify the amount
of quantum correlations between a pair of pure-state
qubits. This result provides a measurable quantity aris-
ing solely from entanglement and it is a step in gaining
a broader understanding of the geometric interpretation
of quantum correlations. We expect that this work will
strongly motivate new proposals for more robust holo-
nomic quantum computation and trigger observations of
holonomies in multi-partite entangled states of qubits or
higher-dimensional qudit systems.
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Supplemental Material
I. Calculation of holonomic phase of entanglement
Consider the arbitrary initial two-qubit pure state
written in its Schmidt decomposition,
|ψ(0)〉 = cos α
2
e−iβ/2|namb〉+ sin α
2
eiβ/2|n⊥am⊥b 〉, (7)
which is then subject to a rotation of both qubits
around their preferential directions aˆ and bˆ in their cor-
responding local Bloch spheres. That is, a bi-local rota-
tion US(θ)=US(n)a (θ) ⊗ US(m)b (θ) such that US(k)j (θ) =
exp
(
−iθσ(k)j /2
)
, where θ is the angle of rotation, σ
(k)
j =
η|kj〉〈kj |−η|k⊥j 〉〈k⊥j |, and η is the sign of cosα. The holo-
nomic phase of such evolution can be calculated from the
6formula
Φh = arg〈ψ(0)|ψ(θ)〉 − Im
∫ θ
0
〈ψ(θ′)|ψ˙(θ′)〉dθ′, (8)
where ΦP= arg〈ψ(0)|ψ(θ)〉 and
Φdyn=Im
∫ θ
0
〈ψ(θ′)|ψ˙(θ′)〉dθ′ are the Pancharatnam
and dynamical phases respectively. This gives,
arg〈ψ(0)|ψ(θ)〉 = arg (cos θ − iη cosα sin θ)
= arg (cos θ − i| cosα| sin θ) , (9)
and
Im
∫ θ
0
〈ψ(θ′)|ψ˙(θ′)〉dθ′ = Im
∫ θ
0
−iη cosαdθ′
= −| cosα|θ. (10)
Using the expression for the tangle T= sin2 α, we find the
holonomic phase of entanglement to be
Φenth = arg
(
cos θ−i√1−T sin θ
)
+θ
√
1−T, (11)
which for θ=2pi takes the form
Φenth = −2pi
(
1−√1− T
)
. (12)
II. Holonomic phase in evolutions with vanishing
dynamical phase
In our experiment we prepare the initial polarization-
entangled state |ψ〉= cos α2 |HH〉+ sin α2 |V V 〉, where |H〉
and |V 〉 denote horizontal and vertical polarizations re-
spectively. We choose bi-local evolutions U ⊗ U , with
U = ei
pi
4 σ2e−i
pi
2 (σ1 sin s+σ2 cos s)ei
pi
4 σ2 , (13)
where σ1=|H〉〈H| − |V 〉〈V |, σ2=|H〉〈V |+ |V 〉〈H| and s
equals the opening angles of the trajectories projected
onto the Bloch spheres. For this particular evolution,
one can demonstrate that the dynamical phase vanishes
at every step of the evolution. Then the holonomic phase
is calculated as
Φh = arg (cos 2s− i cosα sin 2s)
= − arctan (cosα tan 2s) . (14)
Using cosα=η
√
1− T= ± √1− T, where the sign is +
(−) if |HH〉 (|V V 〉) is more populated, we find that
Φh = ∓ arctan
(√
1− T tan(2s)
)
. (15)
For equally-populated states (maximally-entangled
states) the sign is irrelevant and the holonomic phase
Φh= arg(cos 2s) is topological, being Φh=0 for cos 2s ≥ 0,
and Φh=pi for cos 2s < 0.
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FIG. 4: Counted coincidence events. The reference signal
(solid black curve) was obtained from finding N i and N i0 by
imposing si=0 and αi=ipi/20, i = 0, 1, ..., 20 and averaging
them to obtain N=11911 and N0=1616, the phase origin, i.e.
φ=0, is set to be the average of their phases. Black points
and dashed black curve represent the collected coincidence
counts and best sinusoidal fit for (s, α)=(0, 8
20
pi). Blue, red
and green points and curves correspond to the predicted ex-
perimental coincidence signal (solid curves) ce, see Eq. (17),
and best sinusoidal fits (dashed curves) for (s, α)=( 7
10
pi
2
, 8
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III. Measurement of the coincidence signal
Ideally, two parameters, s and α, define
the probability c= 12 [1 + vt cos(2φ− Φh)], with
vt=
√
(cos 2s)2 + (cosα sin 2s)2 and Φh= −
arctan (cosα tan 2s), of detecting a coincidence event
in the experimental set-up described in the main text.
Then, if N pairs of single-photons enter the set-up,
theoretically we would observe a coincidence signal
ct =
N
2
[1 + vt cos(2φ− Φh)] , (16)
which predicts a reference, i.e. s=0, theoretical visibility
vrt≡
(
cr,maxt − cr,mint
)
/
(
cr,maxt + c
r,min
t
)
=1, ∀α, where
max (min) stands for maximum (minimum) value with
respect to φ.
Experimentally, however, we observe the reference
counts dropping to a minimum of non-zero N0 events,
which decreases the signal visibility. Imperfect 50:50
beamsplitter reflection:transmission ratio, and higher-
order photon pairs—mainly present in pulsed-pumped
down-conversion sources—can decrease visibilities in in-
terference experiments. However, in our case the for-
mer is measured to be 46:54 at the source-wavelength
(820nm) and the latter are negligible as ours is a cw-
pumped down-conversion source. Accordingly, these is-
sues have a minor contribution on the reduced visibility.
On the other hand, if fully distinguishable photons (out-
side the Hong-Ou-Mandel dip) enter our set-up, one can
show that the reference interference probability oscillates
between 1 and 1/2, giving a visibility of 1/3, which is
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FIG. 5: Indistinguishable-distinguishable cases comparison. Counted coincidences inside (blue dots) and outside (red dots) the
Hong-Ou-Mandel dip for a) (s, α)=(0, 9
20
pi), b) (s, α)=( 4
10
pi
2
, 14
20
pi) and c) (s, α)=( 3
10
pi
2
, 3
20
pi). Curves represent best sinusoidal
fits for the corresponding data. Inside and outside the dip we obtain N=11911, N0=1616, and N
out=10000, Nout0 =5068,
respectively. Which, from Eq. (18), predicts an outside/inside visibility ratio of 0.43. The observed visibility ratios are 0.41,
0.42 and 0.44 for a), b) and c), respectively.
in agreement with our observations outside the dip, see
Fig. 5a. Thus, the degree of photon-distinguishability
plays an important role and accounts for the reduced
visibility, which in our experiment we believe arises from
a temporal mode mismatch between the single photons.
The maximum and minimum number of experimen-
tal reference counts, cr,maxe =N, c
r,min
e =N0, give an exper-
imental reference visibility vre = (N −N0) / (N +N0).
Then, the correction for the experimental coincidence sig-
nal is given by
ce =
(N −N0)
2
[1 + vt cos(2φ− Φh)] +N0, (17)
from where we can calculate the experimental visibility
ve = vtv
r
e, (18)
and, alternatively, write the experimental signal as
ce =
(N +N0)
2
[1 + ve cos(2φ− Φh)] , (19)
with 0 ≤ ve ≤ (N −N0) / (N +N0).
The path-difference phase φ is introduced by rotating
a mirror mounted on a motorised stage capable of rota-
tions in steps of ∼ 10−5 degrees, see Fig. 2b in main
text. Complete cycles (φ→ 2pi) are obtained by physical
rotations of the mirror of the order ∼ 10−4 degrees.
The reference coincidence signal, i.e. for Φh=0, was
obtained by imposing s=0 and averaging all phase off-
sets by varying α between α=0 and α=pi in steps of
∆α=pi/20. A maximum in the reference signal is equiva-
lent to ∼ 12, 000 coincidence events collected in 5 sec-
onds. We measure ∼ 10 kHz coincidences from the
source, accordingly our set-up has ∼ 24% overall trans-
mission. The experimental errors arise from instabilities,
e.g. small mechanical fluctuations in the mirror position
(< 10−5 degrees), to which the Sagnac interferometer is
sensitive to, in addition to inevitable random errors from
Poissonian photon-counting statistics. Figure 4 shows
our recorded coincidence signals for four cases.
IV. Measurement of Φh without Hong-Ou-Mandel
interference
Although the presented data in the main text was
taken with indistinguishable photons (inside the Hong-
Ou-Mandel dip), qualitatively similar measurements
were obtained with distinguishable photons by moving
8FIG. 6: Experimental depiction of two photon polarization entangled source. a) A pair of polarization entangled
single-photons are produced via spontaneous parametric downconversion in a 10 mm long custom periodically-poled KTiOPO4
(cpKTP) nonlinear crystal [28]. A continuous wave pump centered at 410 nm is output from a laser diode (410nmLD) with
its polarization controlled by a half-wave (HWP1) and quarter-wave plate (QWP). The pump is incident on a dual-wavelength
polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) [29] which together with mirrors M1 and M2 make up the Sagnac loop. The superposition of
counter-propagating pump modes in the Sagnac loop destroys the ‘which path’ information of the downconverted fields resulting
in an entangled two-photon state that can be tuned from |HV 〉+ eiφ|V H〉 → |HV 〉 by means of the HWP1 on the pump field.
HWP2 is custom made to suit both the pump at 410 nm and the downconverted light at 820 nm, it works to flip the reflected
vertically polarized pump mode from |V 〉 → |H〉 for phase matching in the cpKTP crystal. A dichroric mirror (DM) and long
pass filters (not shown) before each fibre coupler (FC) separate and block the pump light from being coupled to the output
FCs. b) Experimental results from a quantum state tomography of the polarization entangled two-photon state ρexp.
the modes outside of the dip, see Fig. 5. Given our par-
ticular evolutions however, it can be shown that the anti-
bunching terms observed when there is a degree of dis-
tinguishability between the photons (absent in the com-
pletely indistinguishable case) do not alter the measured
holonomic phases, Φh. Instead, they show up merely as
a background of counts, reducing the overall signal-to-
noise ratio of the interference traces shown in Fig. 5. It
was therefore not imperative to obtain perfect indistin-
guishability in order to measure the holonomic phases.
Yet, any amount of indistinguishability will enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio above that of the completely distin-
guishable case. A comparison between our measurements
outside the Hong-Ou-Mandel dip (fully distinguishable)
and the corresponding data inside the Hong-Ou-Mandel
dip (indistinguishable), are shown in Fig. 5a-c.
V. Source of polarization entangled photon pairs
The experimental setup for producing two-photon po-
larization entangled states is shown in Fig. 6a). A
state tomography is shown in Fig. 6b) and it reveals
a tangle [23] of Ttomo=0.959 ± 0.001 and a state fi-
delity of F=0.988 ± 0.001 when compared to the state
|Ψ+〉= (|HV 〉+ |V H〉) /√2.
